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SEPTEMBER 2017
Travel Tip: Pack Lighter

Before you pack for a trip, find out if
your destination lodging has laundry
facilities available. If so, take along some
detergent and a few dryer sheets so you
can wash clothes while you are there. You
and anyone you are traveling with will be
able to pack fewer garments.

Squirrelly Behavior
Scientists say squirrels go on the

offensive as they hoard nuts in late
summer and early fall. If a squirrel thinks
it’s being watched—by another squirrel, a
predator or a human—it will hide the nut in
its cheek and pretend to bury it, sometimes
more than once, to protect its stash from
would-be thieves.

Easy Way to Cut Calories
Many types of candy bars come in

bite-size or “fun size” versions. When you
want a sweet treat, choosing the smaller
item can satisfy your craving with fewer
calories than the full-size portion.

Easy Organization: Color Coded
In many families, it’s tough to keep track

of what belongs to whom. There is a simple
solution. Assign each family member a
color. Those colors can then be applied
when assigning or purchasing household
items such as toothbrushes, lunch boxes
and towels. Everyone will be able to easily
find their own items.

MEET THE STAFF
Amanda Rumsey - Property Manager
Whitney Smith - Assistant Manager

Pete Nugent - Maintenance Supervisor
Angela Martin - Maintenance Tech
Jared Shreeve - Groundskeeper

Officer Cunningham - Courtesy Officer

OFFICE HOURS
Monday - Friday -- 8:00 am - 5:00 pm

Saturday & Sunday -- Closed

Stop the Sneezes
Those who suffer from seasonal

allergies should keep car windows closed
while traveling, avoid being outdoors
between 5 and 10 a.m. when pollen counts
are at their highest, and stay away from
freshly cut grass.

To Your Health: Stand Up
Many people have no choice but to sit in front

of a computer much of the day. It’s only common
sense that this inactivity is not good for your
health. However, there is a way to reduce the
effects. Every time you have the chance, stand
up. Standing for a minute or two when making a
phone call, talking to a co-worker, or just thinking
through a problem can help alleviate the negative
effects of prolonged sitting.

Autumn Arrives
The autumnal

equinox this year will
be Friday, Sept. 22.
On this first day of
fall, the hours of light
and dark will be
nearly equal.

Eliminate Odors
Coffee grounds

have a strong scent
that can help remove
less pleasant odors
in your home. Put a
bowl of grounds in
your refrigerator or
out on a countertop.

Did You Know?
In 2000, hikers

discovered a cave in
Naica, Mexico, that
is full of crystals the
size of trees.







Enjoy

September 2017
Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

1 2

3 Labor Day 4

Office Closed

5 Pest Control 6

A, B & C (901-940)

7 8 9

10 11 12 Pest Control 13

D, E & F (941-988)

14 15 16

17 18 19 Pest Control 20

G, H, I & J
(989-1036)

21 22 23

24 25 26 Pest Control 27

K, L & M
(1037-1076)

28 29 30


